
Pray for the hearts of the freshman class. We have so many new students -- especially young freshman men -- who have stepped 
into our sphere of influence. Pray their hearts would be softened to the grace of the Gospel. Pray the Lord would lead staff and 
students to dorm rooms, class rooms, and tables at lunch time. Pray for life change. 

Praise the Lord for the work He has prepared beforehand for us to do. Pray that we walk in His truths and that the Holy Spirit would 
fill us with His strength and wisdom. 

Continue to pray for our personal ministry as we work to finish our financial needs. We are in need of monthly support and for us to 
continue to serve on campus we are trusting the Lord to meet our financial needs by the end of January. We trust the Lord in His 
good timing.
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Happy New Year! It’s hard to believe that 2013 is already upon us. 
We rung in the New Year this year much like we always do -- at the 

Hilton Hotel in downtown Minneapolis alongside 250 staff and 1,500 college students. At our 
annual conference, TCX, each staff member serves a specific role at the conference. This year, we 
served as Social Media Directors -- handling all things Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. It allowed 
us to interact with students in a different way, and even provided an opportunity to share a video 
about the Gospel called “Falling Plates” over various social media. Courtney also served as a 
personal assistant to one of the Program Directors. Both of these roles gave us a behind the 
scenes glimpse into the programming team. This team is responsible for juggling the moving 
parts of the seven large group sessions that take place in the ballroom -- where we worship, learn 
from our speakers, and listen to student testimony’s. 

In addition to the main sessions, there were 24 seminars offered to students with topics 
ranging from making disciples and experiencing forgiveness, to how to date and be a good 
steward of money. This year, we had the privilege of leading the dating and relationships 
seminar. We want to honor the Lord in all areas of our lives, particularly in our relationships, but we’re often left at a loss on how to be 
Christ-centered in this area of our life. Nearly 500 students attended our seminar. (Check out a picture of one of our groups below!) 

One of the days at TCX is specifically devoted to outreach in Minneapolis. Students step out in faith to serve others by bringing boxes of food 
and the message of the Gospel to the poor, lost, and broken people in the Twin Cities. The picture above is of cards with the names of each 
person who made a decision to follow Christ. Below there is a picture of one of Erick’s disciples (Josh) sharing up on stage about his 
experience in the city and to celebrate how God moved in his life that day. Thank you for your partnership and prayers for TCX. We pray that 
you praise the Lord with us in what He did this year!
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Prayers & Praise
Pray for students’ hearts to soften to the truth of the Gospel. It is a new semester and this week we are having a Cru-promo outreach 
by handing out free cups of hot cocoa on campus. Pray for students who haven’t heard of Cru to feel loved and cared for by our 
service, and to seek out how to learn more about God. Pray for new relationships to form on campus this semester. 

This semester we are doing a talk series at Cru based off the book of Daniel. We’re specifically leading students through discussions 
around how to life a holy life in a secular world. Pray for students to learn how to dive deep into scripture and discern how to apply 
God’s Word to their lives. 
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TCX: Day of Outreach

1,843 conversations initiated • 657 Gospel 
conversations • 155 decisions for Christ

Blessings,
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